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EPV EXPLORER

GUESS WHERE I AM !

Every month we will invite Newsletter readers to guess in which part of the world is
the EPV explorer. The editorial staff will collect the results and at the end of the year
we will send a symbolic prize to the participant with the highest number of correct
answers.In case of a tie the winner will be chosen by drawing.
The real prize is that he will also decide the NGO EPV Technologies will donate
1.000,00 Euro to, choosing from: MSF (www.medicisenzafrontiere.it), TDH
(www.terredeshommes.it) and WWF (www.wwf.it).

The solution of July is

Santorini(Greece).

Special edition for the EPV User Group 2017
Preliminary agenda
The final agenda will be published in the next newsletter.

Presentations
All the presentations will be written in English.
Legenda
UE = User Experience, PP = Product Presentation, MT = Methodology
New views in EPV for z/OS V14 (PP)
Many new views have been added to the initial release of V14.
This presentation will focus on the most important of them.
WLM Policy Review at Gothaer Systems (UE)
This presentation describes a project, done at Gothaer Systems, to review and
improve the WLM policy.
The reasons leading to the project, the used methodology and the results obtained
will be discussed.
The new Fast Path technology (PP)
A new exciting technology is available in EPV for z/OS allowing to easily create user
fast paths to a selection of the EPV views.
A practical example of creating a user fast path will be presented.
Performance data quality control with MyEPV (UE)
Controlling the completeness and quality of the collected data is essential for
performance data bases too.
This presentation will describe the activity in progress at Euroclear showing what has
been done and discussing what is planned for the future.

EPV for DB2 User Experience (UE)
A real life experience of using EPV for DB2 to fulfill many different needs previously
covered by more tools.
What’s new in EPV for DB2 V14 (PP)
The most important new features and functions provided in the new version of EPV
for DB2 will be presented.
What’s new in EPV for zLINUX V14 (PP)
The most important new features and functions provided in the new version of EPV
for zLINUX will be presented.
zEDC User Experience (UE)
This presentation will describe a user’s experience of implementing zEDC.
After an introduction to the zEDC functionalities the obtained results and the issues
faced will be discussed.
Cost saving with CMP and DB2 VUE (UE)
This presentation will describe an analysis of the cost saving possibilities of some
new and old license options such as Country Multi-Plex and DB2 Value Unit Edition.
First results will also be presented.
zSystems update (MT)
This presentation will discuss:
• the most important performance characteristics of the IBM z14
• the most important new performance metrics provided in z/OS 2.3

User Group dinner
As every year EPV Technologies invite all the participants to the EPV User Group
dinner to be held on 24th October evening.
You will have the opportunity to spend an unforgettable evening and enjoy the
fantastic Italian cuisine.
More details in the next newsletter.

Special event
EPV Technologies is proud to invite all the participants to “The Ara As It Was”.
In an incredible display of augmented reality you'll be flung headfirst into one of the
most important and influential masterpieces of Roman culture - the Ara Pacis.
You will watch the Emperor Augustus and his family come to life through narrating
characters, virtual elements, and real life in a multi-sensory leap into the history of
Rome.

Subscription
The EPV User Group is free of charge and reserved to EPV customers.

For an EPV customer to subscribe it’s enough sending an email
epvtech@epvtech.com with subject “Subscribe EPV UG 2017”.
Customers needing a formal invitation can ask for that by writing
epv.info@epvtech.com.

to
to

If you are not a customer yet but you are interested in participating, you can ask for
an invitation by writing to epv.info@epvtech.com.

RECIPES

Tonnarelli al pesto di rucola
Ingredients
Tonnarelli(pasta) 500g
Rocket salad 100g
Pine nuts 50g
Extra virgin olive oil 200ml
Parmesan cheese 50g
Garlic
Salt

Method
To prepare pasta with rocket salad pesto, start boiling water.
In the meantime, prepare the pesto: after washing and drying the rocket salad,
transfer it to a mixer, and add the pine nuts, salt, garlic, parmesan, and half the

dose of olive oil.
Run the mixer several times, adding the remaining oil, until reaching the desired
creamy consistency. Once ready, transfer it to a non-stick frying pan and cook the
pasta in salty boiling water.
Add a ladle of cooking water to the pesto and mix. Finally drain and pour the
pasta into the pan and whisk for a few seconds with rocket salad pesto, on a lively
fire.
Tonnarelli al pesto di rucola are ready to be served.

QUOTES

Chuck Aule: I don't know, boss. How can you believe a crazy guy?
Teddy Daniels: That's the beauty of it. Mental Patients make the perfect subjects, if they
talk nobody listens to them!
Shutter island
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